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Introduction

As a continuation of our Phase 2, 3, and 4 CGRO/GI efforts, we proposed four mutually

supporting efforts to support the analysis of BATSE solar flare data with particular

emphasis on hard X-ray spectroscopy. The four efforts included: (1) The continued

improvement of a software and database environment capable of supporting all users of

BATSE solar data as well as providing scientific expertise and effort to the BATSE solar

GI community. (2) The continued participation with the PI team and other Guest

Investigators in the detailed analysis of the BATSE detectors' response at low energies. (3)

Using spectroscopic techniques to fully exploit the potential of electron time-of-flight

studies. (4) A full search for flare gamma-ray line emission at 2.2 MeV from all GOES X-

class flares observed with BATSE.



First Quarter

The main effort in this quarter was to support effort (2). The quantitative analysis of solar

flares as well as gamma-ray bursts requires accurate knowledge of the detector response

below 40 keV where the BATSE SPEC detectors have been plagued by problems. In an

effort to sort out and to resolve these problems we have observed the standard candle of X-

ray astronomy, the Crab. Having initiated this effort under PhaselV, a great deal of new

effort was expended greatly expanding the database to over 50,000 source/detector

occultations using the DISCSP data covering almost 25% of the mission and 13,000

source/detector occultations using the DISCLA data. We owe great thanks to Mark Finger

of the BATSE team who provided superior software to more accurately model the times of

the occultation. Additionally, many thanks are given to Tom Skelton of UCSD and Rob

Preece at MSFC for work toward resolving the energy calibration of the SPEC

discriminator edges.

We rewrote most of the software used to create the data files, organize the data file

directories, find the database files based on simple time and temporal, organize and read

the extracted occultation information, expedite the computation of the discriminator edges

and resultant expected count rates, and compute the location of the occultation edges.

Additionally, we discovered an unknown discrete change in the offset of one SPEC

detector's discriminator after a spacecraft reboost.

Software written in support of this effort:

VERAGE STEPS.PRO

HECK GAIN ANGLE.PRO

LEAREM.PRO

IND GOOD OCCS.PRO

RAB DISCSP HKG.PRO

ERGE DISCSP HKG OCC.PRO

CC AVG.PRO

CC FILETYPE.PRO

CC FROM FITS.PRO

LOT CRAB.PRO

LOT OCCS.PRO

LOT OCC ONDAY.PRO

LOT RESPONSE.PRO

LOT THRESH.PRO

EAD DISCSP M.PRO

EAD RESULTS.PRO

EDO EDGES.PRO

ESOLVE NEW OBS.PRO

UNIT.PRO

UN OCC.PRO

BATSE CRAB RESP.PRO

CHECK OCCS.PRO

CRAB OCC STR.PRO

GET OCC ONDAY.PRO

MAKE OCC RESULTS SAV.PRO

MORE OCCULTS.PRO

OCC DBASE.PRO

OCC FIND.PRO

PICK POINTING.PRO

PLOT DISCSP CRAB.PRO

PLOT OCCS RES.PRO

PLOT RATIOS.PRO

PLOT RESULTS.PRO

PROCESS CRAB RESP.PRO

READ OCC DISCSP.PRO

READ RESULTS2.PRO

REFORMAT RESULTS.PRO

RESOLVE RESULTS.PRO

RUN MERGE DISCSP HKG OCC.PRO

RUN PLOT OCCS.PRO



Second Quarter

The main effort in this quarter was to support effort (1). The BATSE flare database

contains all the available IDBD files either in native VMS or CGROSSC FITS format

including SHERB, SHER, HER, HERB, MER, DISCLA, CONT, DISCSP, DISCSC and

now TTS format. A TTS data reader was also developed. These tools remotely supported 3

PhD investigations by Brian Park at Stanford, Paul Feffer at U. Ca. Berkeley, and Kristin

Blais at the U. Hawaii. In particular, the Feffer work made particular use of extensive

calibration work to investigate the nature of small sub 20 keV solar bursts, to attempt to

classify them as thermal or non-thermal. Figure 2a highlights this taxonomy. We developed

procedures for jointly displaying archived DISCLA data which had been digitally

compressed together with a large database of DISCSP data to find examples of low

intensity solar bursts with impulsive temporal characteristics but not observable at energies

above 25 keV. We also developed tools to rapidly compute expected count rates as a

function of energy band width, aspect angle, spectral shape and intensity.



g 2a.Plot of BATSE count
rateswith GOESfluxesfor smallsolarbursts.BATSEdataareobtainedfrom DISCSPand
DISCLA.

Third Quarter

(1) The BATSE flare database contains all the available IDBD files either in native VMS or

CGROSSC FITS format including SHERB, SHER, HER, HERB, MER, DISCLA, CONT,

DISCSP, DISCSC and now TTS format. A TTS data reader was also developed. These

tools remotely supported 3 PhD investigations by Brian Park at Stanford, Paul Feffer at U.

Ca. Berkeley, and Kristin Blais at the U. Hawaii. In particular, the Feffer work made

particular use of extensive calibration work to investigate the nature of small sub 20 keV

solar bursts, to attempt to classify them as thermal or non-thermal. Figure 3a (ps) highlights



this taxonomy.

(2) Thequantitativeanalysisof solarflaresaswell asgamma-rayburstsrequiresaccurate
knowledgeof thedetectorresponsebelow40 keV wheretheBATSESPECdetectorshave
beenplaguedby problems.In aneffort to sortout andto resolvetheseproblemswehave
observedthestandardcandleof X-ray astronomy,theCrab.Havinginitiated thiseffort
underPhaselV,a greatdealof neweffortwasexpendedgreatlyexpandingthedatabaseto
over50,000source/detectoroccultationsusingtheDISCSPdatacoveringalmost25% of
themissionand 13,000source/detectoroccultationsusingtheDISCLA data.We extend
greatthanksto Mark Fingerof theBATSEteamwho providedsuperiorsoftwareto more
accuratelymodelthetimesof theoccultation.Additionally, many thanks were extended to

Tom Skelton of UCSD and Rob Preece at MSFC for work in resolving the energy

calibration of the SPEC discriminator edges. While some work remains, Figure 2 shows a

good match between predicted (diamonds) and observed (crosses) count rates in the

Summed and DISCSP2 panels. The discrepancy for DISCSP1, while still there, has been

greatly reduced thanks to these systematic improvements. Additionally, we discovered an

unknown discrete change in the offset of one SPEC detector's discriminator after a



spacecraftreboost, g 3b.Plotof Crabcountrates
observedusingBATSEDISCSPversusobservingangle.

3)High energydelaysduringsolarflareshavebeenfrequentlyobservedin solarflareswith
thedelaythoughtto originatein eitherthe longerlifetime of high energyelectronsin
magnetictrapsor throughthepreferentialre-accelerationof theseelectronsby someFermi
processin theturbulentflareatmosphere.Ourwork hasshownusingtheBATSE MER data
thatthetrappingtimescanbesimply relatedto theelectronenergythroughasingledensity
andloopgeometryover 100-200keV. MarkusAschwandenagaintooktheleadwith this
effort,but usedmanyof thequantitativetoolsprovidedby this investigation.

Fourth Quarter

The major activity of the last quarter was the definition of the DISCLA channels in terms

of the PHA channels used to bin the LAD energy loss events. Both systems measure all the

events above the lower-level discriminator threshold and both are in anti-coincidence with

the Charged-Particle Detector. There is more deadtime per event in the PHA system, hence

the DISCLA rates, uncorrected for deadtime, will be slightly higher than the uncorrected

HER or CONT rates. The DISCLA energy loss bins had been defined in terms ofpre-flight

calibrations, but there had never been a correspondance made between the two event

binning modes to date to the knowledge of this user. To more fully utilize the DISCLA data

in spectral analysis, including joint measurements made with CONT data, we have

identified the DISCLA energy-loss thresholds in the PHA system.

We have used DISCLA and HER_COR spectra on days tjd 8377 and tjd 8799. About 100

HER accumultion intervals are used which have the best agreement with the DISCLA

accumulations after correcting both for deadtime. The DISCLA rates were integrated in



time to match the HER intervals. The next step was to sum each spectrum channel by

channel, to create integral distributions and both distributions are normalized to unity at

their peaks. Each of the integrated DISCLA channels has a value between 0 and 1 which is

found by spline interpolation on the HER spectra, with the value of the HER channel taken

as the PHA boundary of the DISCLA threshold. For edges DISCLA1, DISCLA2, DISCL3,

and DISCLA4 no assumptions were needed, but the position of DISCLA0 was assumed to

be found at 0.5% of the total intensity, its approximate position in LAD0 determined by

inspection on TJD 8799. Figure 4a illustrates the technique used. The horizontal lines are

placed at the level of the DISCLA(0-4) boundaries. The values obtained are given in Table

4a. g 4a. Plot of PHA channel versus

fractional total count rate showing the DISCLA(0-4) intercepts (red lines).

Table 4a. DISCLA Thresholds Measured in PHA Units

DISCLA0 DISCLA1 DISCLA2 DISCLA3 DISCLA4

LAD0 5.7 8.3 14.5 25.7 67.3



LAD1 6.7 9.0 14.7 25.4 65.9

LAD2 5.0 7.0 14.4 25.4 67.5

LAD3 5.7 7.2 14.5 25.7 66.4

LAD4 6.4 8.3 15.3 26.5 67.3

LAD5 5.9 8.4 14.4 25.4 66.0

LAD6 5.3 6.5 13.6 25.0 64.3

LAD7 6.8 8.9 16.0 27.5 68.1


